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B.Sc. Honours/Programme Ist Semester Examination, 2022-21 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

PHSHGECO1T/PHSGCORO1T-PHYSICS (GEI/DSCI) 

Question No. 1 is compulsory and answer any two from the rest 

Answer any ten questions from the following: 

(a) Calculate ù-F where F=xi + yì+ zk. 

(b) Dravw stress-strain diagram. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

(c) Show that theoretically the value of Poisson's ratio lies between -1 and 0.5. 

(d) State two postulates of special theory of relativity. 

(h) A 

1130 

(e) Define non-conservative force. Give an example. 

() Define axial and polar vector. 

(g) What do you mean by inertial and non-inertial frame? 

(i) Define rigid body. 

moving particle in force field has 

P=3e-i-2 cost -3 sin tk. Find the force acting on it. 

()) What do you understand by resonance? 
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(k) Find ÜxF, where F = xi + yË + zk. 

() State physical significance of moment of inertia. 

(m) Why Poisson's ratio is not called elastic constant? 

(n) What is forced vibration? Give example. 

(0) Find the value of x for which the vectors Ä =i+yý+k and B=3i-2j-2k 
will be perpendicular. 

2. (a) Show that V'r" = n(n+)r, where '=x+y +2'. 

(b) Three vectors Ä= 2i -j+k, B=i+ 2j-3k, �=3i + aj + sk, are coplanar. 
Determine the value of a . 

feaft coa Ä=2i-j+k, B=i+2j-3k, �=3i +aj+sk gpuatu , a -94 

(c) If earth suddenly contracts to half of its present radius keeping its mass constant, 
what would be the length of the day? 

3. (a) Solve d'y, d 

1130 

+ 
d 

d'y 
d? 

-6y =0 at x=0, y=1, 
dx 

-- 6y=0 at x=0, y=1, 

I atm =1.013x10° N/m? 

=1. 

dy 

(b) A pressure of 38.4 atm is applied on a sphere of radius 10 cm, so that its volume 
is reduced by 0.0064 cc. What will be the bulk modulus of sphere? 

d 

(c) 4+ B+� =0,show that AxB= BxC=�xÅ. 

=|| 

10 cm PAIÍS (YGAA G 38.4 13A3GA bi 25 (A S O 0.0064 cc 

2 

A+ B+C=0, 1 PA A ÁXB = BxC=CxÅ. 

4. (a) Establish the differential equation of motion of simple harmonic motion and find 
its solution. 
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(b) A circular disc of mass m, radius r is rolling on horizontal surface. If a be its 
angular velocity, show that total energy is given by E =mro'. 

(c) Solve y 

5. (a) Establish relativistic velocity addition theorem with the help of Lorentz 
transformation equations. And hence prove that speed of light does not depend on 
velocity of source. 

(b) The relativistic mass of a particle is double of its rest mass. Find out velocity of 
the particle. 

(c) |4+ B|=|4- B|, show that A is Perpendicular to B. 
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